RESPITE NIGHT SCHEDULE

5:30 Volunteers arrive. Orientation and dinner in Multipurpose Room

5:45 Sibling Group Leaders, Nursery Workers and Kitchen Helpers
go to The Clearing in the Reign Forest

5:45 Families begin to arrive and check in

6:00-6:25 Kids with Special Needs are introduced/welcomed in Multipurpose Room
They connect with Buddies; eat dinner

6:00-6:25 Siblings connect with Sibling Groups & Leaders in The Clearing; eat dinner

6:25-6:40 Worship and Devotion

6:40-6:45 Transition time

6:45-7:35 Kids with Special Needs & Buddies = in Main Church Building for activities
Siblings & Sibling Group Leaders = in The Reign Forest for activities

7:40-7:45 Switch areas

7:45-8:40 Kids with Special Needs & Buddies = in The Reign Forest for activities
Siblings & Sibling Group Leaders = in Main Church Building for activities

8:40-8:45 Switch back to original areas for parents to pick up kids

8:45-9:00 Parents arrive to pick up their kids. Give only positive reports!!

DO NOT RELEASE CHILDREN TO PARENTS WITHOUT
MAKING SURE THEIR NAMETAG AND NUMBER MATCH

9:00 Clean up crew starts